
See the San Diego sights at your 
own pace on this easy to ride scooter. Choose from a selection of itineraries and tour lengths. 
Then maneuver your scooter through downtown, the historic Gaslamp Quarter, Balboa Park, San 
Diego Zoo and more. Don't worry about navigation: The scooter's talking GPS always knows 
where you are, even if you don’t.  

Highlights: 

 Little Italy 
 Maritime Museum 
 U.S.S. Midway 
 Seaport Village 
 Horton Plaza 
 Historic Gaslamp Quarter 
 Petco Park 
 Bankers Hill 
 Mission Hills 
 Fort Stockton 
 The Mormon Battalion 
 Heritage Park 
 Presidio Park 
 Old Town 
 Electric Scooter 
 Rider orientation 
 Helmets 

This is a FUN and innovative way to experience San Diego on this GPS Guided Talking 
Tour. The GPS system will talk to you throughout the entire tour. It will give you precise 
directions while telling you about some of the most interesting parts of San Diego. 
 
This tour is for anybody who wants to see how San Diego has evolved from its western roots into 
the Modern international Vacation spot that it is today. You will start in historic Little Italy that 
was home to the Italian community, and see how it evolved into the modern business and artistic 
community it is today. Make your past the ships in the bay that explored the new world, or 
patrolled the waters in time of war, into the Gaslamp Quarter which was once San Diego’s red-
light district and see how it got re-imagined into the social scene it is today.  
 
As you leave modern San Diego you will begin your tip into history as you make your way 
through beautiful Mission Hills, you will pass many houses and businesses 50 years old and 
some much older. Your jump into history will take you past Historic Fort Stockton, into Presidio 
Park where the old Spanish Mission used to stand, into Old Town San Diego where you can see 
how San Diego looked in the old west with its Spanish and American residents forming a 



thriving community.  
 
This tour is for anyone who wants to see how San Diego has changed over the years, but 
still stayed true its Military roots.  

Then and Now Downtown Scooter Tour  

See the San Diego sights at your own pace  

Easy to ride scooters  

This is a FUN and innovative way to experience San Diego  



This tour is for anyone who wants to see how San Diego has changed 
over the years.   
Adults only $65.25. No processing fees.  To order these tickets please send a ticket order form to 
the ERA office.  Your tickets will be sent to your email. 
  
 


